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Drivers for renewable energy – Climate 
Change and increasing energy demand?

Climate change is a reality – anthropogenic 
contribution is indisputable – only question is the 
rate of change

Increasing population – from 6 billion in 2002 
estimated to pass 9 billion by 2050

Increasing energy demand – the present global 
energy demand is predicted to double by 2050 
and treble by 2100

Shift from fossil fuels, coal, oil to renewables
Goal is to constrain GHG CO2 levels below 350 

ppm – unlikely more realistic target is 450 ppm



The greatest challenge 
confronting humanity – the 

large scale supply of carbon-
neutral energy 



Implementing the Wedge Scenario

Business as usual (BAU) 
emissions scenario

Each of these wedges – e.g. 
increasing use of solar to replace 

fossil fuel energy - will reduce 
emissions by 1GtC/year – note 

carbon not CO2 



Stabilizing GHG Emissions at 350 to 450 ppm - the 
Pacula and Socolow Wedge Scenario

A wedge is an activity that reduces emissions to the 
atmosphere – starting at zero now & reaching 1GtC/year 

(1 gigatonne or billion tonnes) in 50 years

Number of wedges is a subject for debate, Pacula and 
Socolow proposed 15 that covered increased energy 
efficiency, decarbonization of fuel/ energy generation, 

reduced forestation etc

Typical wedges could be an increase of solar PV, an 
increase in thermal solar, clean nuclear (doubtful?), wind 

energy, end to tropical deforestation….



Solar Energy

Solar energy technologies follow two main principles – thermal or 
photovoltaic – former where heat of the sun stored as thermal 
energy - latter where radiation falls on a electronic semiconductor 
device and generates a DC voltage 

Systems fall into three main groups

Solar thermal (hot water, or heated air…) increasingly popular

Grid-connected solar PV (off-grid for remote communities)
Residential
Commercial rooftop
Utility-scale /solar farms
Hybrid thermal/PV systems

Concentrating solar thermal power (CSP)
Parabolic Troughs
Compact Linear Fresnel Reflectors (CLFR)
Power Towers



The critical need to develop affordable solar

Renewable energy is critical to meeting the challenge of climate 
change

Most of the world except for US and federal level in Canada are 
convinced that climate change is real

At the local level – municipalities, cities (e.g. C40) are taking the lead

Urgent need to get off fossil fuels, coal, oil

Opponents, oil lobbyists etc., claim that solar, wind etc need 
government subsidy to survive (they ignore fact that oil, coal have been 
subsidized for years)

Increasing population needing cheap energy – 2 billion in developing 
world plus majority of 3 billion growth by 2050 will be in developing world



What do we know about solar industry?

In 2011 U.S. solar energy companies started filing for 
bankruptcy…Evergreen Solar, then Solyndra ($1Bn government 
financing) fails

Chinese panel companies take over industry - pushing down prices, 
heavy subsidies, cheap materials, and export insurance

U.S. imposed anti-dumping tariffs on Chinese-made panels from 31% 
to 250%.

Solar panel prices fall to $1/Watt
Now Chinese solar companies also failing



By 2050 an additional 5 billion people will be 
seeking cheap energy

Image – Dhaka Railway station, Bangladesh, 
November 2010. REUTERS/Andrew Biraj



How Solar PV works



Residential Solar

Typical system sizes run from 3 kW to 10 kW



The Solar PV Industry

The solar power industry is applied across four major 
markets

Residential rooftop market 

Driven by FIT program with 20 year
revenue – also capital investment
creates added resale value
Ontario FIT program 5-year payback

Other jurisdictions offer tax incentives

Commercial rooftop market including Solar Power      
Purchase Agreement (SPPA) projects

Utility solar – solar farms/ power stations
Concentrating thermal systems



Commercial Rooftop Market

Target is the millions of square mile of unused commercial 
rooftops (in North America)

The driver is the Feed-in-Tariff (FIT)
program in Ontario – other jurisdictions
have similar/different incentive
programs

Either the building owner or an
Investor owns the project –
if investor owns project he 
pays the building owner rent for use of rooftop

New rules in Ontario – reduced feed-in tariff rates offset by 
substantial reductions in cost of (Chinese) panels, racking etc



Commercial Rooftop System – Milan Trade Fair
270,000M2 with 18 MW Peak Output



Biggest Solar Building: Solar City, Dezhou, China
Designed to resemble a sundial, the world’s largest solar building opened in 
2009. Its 800,000 square feet of space is festooned with thousands of solar 
panels and features exhibit 



Utility and Industrial Scale Solar Farms

8.2 MW SunEdison plant in San Luis 
Valley is an example of a small end 
utility scale solar farm – also known 
as distributed

These systems (< 20 MW) can be 
sited near existing substations with a 
relatively small footprint 

Larger remote central-station solar 
power plants – this one in West San 
Luis Valley) are also described as 
"utility" scale

Typically these industrial scale solar 
installations  require large tranches of 
available land (1,000 to 10,000 acres) 
and involve complex and often  
controversial siting and permitting 
processes.



Utility solar – Parque Solar de Olmedilla de 
Alarcon (60MW)  



Community-based solar for less-developed 
countries

Many examples in Africa, Latin America, China, India where 
remote communities with no access to electricity grid have 

installed solar powered mini-grids

.



Energy storage for solar/ wind is major problem – wind 
blows mainly at night – solar shuts off at sundown – how 
to bridge the gap between  6 pm and 10pm when grid 
load falls off.

Molten salt offers one combination – example a mixture 
of sodium nitrate and nitrite that can cycle between two 
fairly high temperatures releasing its heat at the higher 
temperature but remaining liquid at the lower temperature

Molten salt storage costs $50/kilowatt-hour -
substantially less expensive than lead-acid batteries

Another option is large size (2 to 5 MW) lithium 
batteries – serious interest especially from companies 
developing batteries for electric car industry

Storage for Solar Power/ Renewables



Concentrating Solar Thermal Power (CSP)

Basically uses reflection of sun’s rays to a thermal 
collector – conversion of heat to electrical power

Three major technology developments

Solar Tower – or Power Towers - earliest 
development

Parabolic Troughs – most widely applied

Compact Linear Fresnel Reflectors (CLFR) –

Concentrating solar offers the option of storage of 
excess energy



Tower Solar - Platforma de Solar Almeria
Approximately 90 mirrors, each with microprocessor control to 

reflect sun’s on thermal collector in tower

Output depends on Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) so effected by
humidity, clouds etc

Tower heat collectors can use various heat transfer fluids, water, 
steam, air or compressed air, molten salt etc

Less mature than solar trough or CLFR but can reach higher 
temperatures 



Platforma Solar, Almeria, Spain 
Joint EU program led by DLR (German Aerospace Centre) is centre for concentrating 

solar research in Europe – in background is Sierra Nevada mountains and beyond 
top left is city of Granada  



Bright Source* Ivanpah Solar Electric 
Generating System (ISEGS)

Presently developing three Power Tower systems in Mojave Desert –total 
generating capacity of 380MW ( reduce CO2 by 400 Ktyr)

Ivanpah will provide power to PG&E and Southern California Edison and 
serve 140,000 homes 

Prime contractor is Bechtel – with NRG Solar, Google and BrightSource as 
equity investors in what is currently the largest solar plant under construction 
in the world  *www.brightsourceenergy.com



Parabolic Trough Reflector

Central pipe contains synthetic oil at ca 
4000C

Troughs set out in parallel lines over large 
area of land

Solar radiation is focused on central pipe –
gives 50 X intensity

Heated oil is circulated and part of heat is 
fed to heat exchanger/ turbine

Balance of heat used to extend life past 
sundown – can operate for 24 hours



Electricity from the Desert

Parabolic Trough most mature and extensively tested Concentrating Solar 
option

The Solar Energy Generating System (SEGS) is a collection of nine 
plants with a total capacity of 350MW in the Mojave Desert– operating 
since 1985 - currently the largest operational solar system

Spain has two plants Andasol 1and 2 (50 MW) Andasol 1 (left produces 
180M Whr/year to meet energy needs of 50,000 homes

Scaling up field size necessary to generate excess hot oil for use during 
the night



Compact Linear Fresnel Reflectors (CLFR)



The frequently heard criticism from the right wing/ anti 
Climate Change lobby is that Renewables are too 
expensive, and are not realistic without large 
government subsidies/tariffs

Absolutely right - renewables are more expensive than 
conventional coal/gas….but

The subsidy/ tariff from the government is vital in the 
startup phase of a new industry – but as technologies 
evolve, and costs come down through design 
improvements and economy of scale – larger 
production volumes – costs will be competitive

In any case the oil industry and the coal industry have 
always received and continue to receive massive tax 
breaks

The Challenge for Renewables



Political reality

Situation in the US different - President Obama’s plan to 
wean U.S. off fossil fuel met Republican opposition - the 
US (& Canada) has no national clean-energy target. 

Last year, Obama proposed that the country aim to get 
80 percent of its electricity from clean sources by 2035; a 
Senate bill to codify that goal has stalled 

This was further reinforced by the very public billion 
dollar failure of solar startup Solyendra



Dezhou, China – centre of solar industry



The true cost of oil - abandoned oilfield Sumatra, 
Indonesia*

Courtesy Edward Burtynsky (ex Ryerson)

www.edwardburtynsky.com



Has Fukushima destroyed the 
future of the nuclear industry?



Incremental Energy Demand - New 
Policies Scenario 2008 -2035



Need to reduce the cost of solar – how to achieve it



Polymer or plastic solar cells inefficient compared to silicon
Offset by flexibility, durability, light weight and low manufacturing costs
Organic photovoltaic technology
Recent advances pushed polymer cells, flexible cloth etc to 10% efficiency

•Clean Technica (http://s.tt/1agk6)

Low Cost Solar Cells



Solar cloth

Applications from outdoor activities, shop awnings, illuminated signs to 
military applications such as solar tent and soldier uniforms 



Military applications – solar cloth embedded 
in uniform

Modern warfighter typically 
carries 15kg of primary 
(disposable) batteries –
solar will allow shift to 
lighter recargable batteries



Hybrid Solar - Echo Solar

Echo Solar is an example of venture capitalist Vinod 
Khosla calls “Black Swans” – great ideas with very high 
chance of failure

Echo uses the heat generated by the PV cell and 
captures this from the underside of the PV unit

The system channels the heat to a heat exchanger thus 
“turbocharging” a 15% efficient PV cell into a 50% efficient 
hybrid PV system?



Hybrid Solar – Combining Thermal and PV 
Elements

Below upper steel roof panel is a 
channel through which solar warmed 
air passes to a heat exchanger



Hybrid Solar – Combining Thermal and PV 
Elements

Flex solar PV film laid over 
steel roof panel 

Top layer is thin polycarbonate 
film to protect solar panel 



Community Energy Storage - Lithium Battery 
Mobile Units

Large format (MW and above) now being used for community 
energy storage

Solar power stations for backup power

Assist utilities use more intermittent wind and solar power and cut 
power demand during peak times

Schematic - Electrovaya EVS40B (3MWh) paired with a 1MW ABB PCS



Relative Merits of Energy Storage 
Technologies

Lithium Ion – high efficiency (92-94%), high cost $400/kWh 
but dropping rapidly -�$200/kWh (2015?)

Lead acid batteries – serious operational problems

Hydrogen Fuel Cell – high cost, low efficiency (20 – 25%) 

Sodium-sulphur (efficiency 75 – 80%) but more complex 
operationally

Redox flow batteries – complex operation (small chemical 
plant?)

Compressed air- efficiency 60 -70%, mechanical problems?

Pumped hydro – limitations of terrain, reservoir design etc

Fly wheel - high self discharge

Diesel/Generators – incumbent technology but cost of 
transport to remote locations?





Progress in Lithium Batteries for Grid Storage

Urbanization: demand growth 

challenges all parts of the 
infrastructure

Most lithium battery players beginning to explore 
large-scale energy storage options

Prospective markets include Energy Firming and 
Off-peak Storage

Electrovaya has already piloted one >1 MW energy 
storage system and EOI from several utilities

These include Ontario, Japan, with several 
prospective large installations under review



Case study: Arizona Public Service
1.5 MWh Energy Storage

Electrovaya’s Unit - can reduce about 

2000T/year of Greenhouse Gas

• Video:  APS 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNMclgXUUqw&feature=yout

u.be



Solar powered electric vehicle charging station



Home based solar carport – for charging 
electric vehicles



Fisker Karma Solar Roof – additional power for 
heating and air conditioning



Artificial Photosynthesis – Nocera et al

Multielectron, proton-coupled transformations 
of energy poor substrates uses solar light to 
split water into hydrogen and oxygen

Daniel Nocera

Nocera group can now provide solar 
aim is to proved clean water and 

cheap energy to the poorer 
populations in the developing world



Nocera’s experimental assembly

Substantial venture capital 
funding including Rajan Tata 
former CEO of Tata Group, 

India



The future - space based solar
� Idea has been debated since 1960s – object is to locate solar 

cells in space and collect energy – beaming back via 
microwaves or laser

� Benefits – obtain a 24-hour solar radiation cycle (best case 
on earth is 12hrs) – no interference

� High level of radiation

� Potential for “Leapfrogging” where a developing country 
makes a move into a new field – bypassing traditional 
technologies

� Could be an excellent long-term strategy?


